**RESEARCH AREA & EXCELLENCE**

**Migration and integration of migrants**
- International migration
- Integration of migrants into the Czech majority society with an emphasis on post-Soviet and Vietnamese migrants
- Studies and analyses of the development of Czech migration policy
- Internal migration of the population of Czechia, international migration of Czech citizens, and other forms of population mobility
- Remittances and development
- Environmental migration
- Migrants’ health
- Irregular migration and irregular economic activities of migrants

**Mission**
To apply our multidisciplinary skills to studying, explaining and educating about international and internal migration processes in Czechia and elsewhere, with the aim of enhancing the quality of the public and political debate on migratory issues in Czechia. To apply the theoretical and conceptual knowledge to "practice", to assist governmental officials when dealing with migratory or integration issues.

**KNOW-HOW & TECHNOLOGIES**

**Content of Research**
For over a decade, GEOMIGRACE has been focusing on the research of international migration and the integration of migrants in Central/Eastern Europe with a special regard to Czechia and post-Soviet and Vietnamese migrants. Recently, questions of migration and development, the internal mobility of migrants in Czechia, environmental migration, migrants’ health status and access to healthcare, and the international migration of Czechs have become important parts of our research focus.

Besides monitoring, members of the centre analyse the causes, mechanisms and impacts of international migration and the integration of immigrants. Moreover, they also study the development of the Czech migration policy.

The research is based on a multidisciplinary approach with an emphasis on the geographic aspects of international migration and adaptation, and it is mainly conducted using a combination of qualitative and quantitative methods.

**Main Capabilities**

**Analysis, consulting and/or assistance in dealing with the following issues**
- Migration, integration and development policy
- Environmental risk
- Adaptive strategies
- Local integration of foreigners
- Training of civil servants and workers in the non-governmental sector in these areas
- Teaching and workshops in these areas for students and pupils on all school levels
EXPECTATIONS & OFFERS

Offers
We can offer our expertise in analysing migration and integration processes at different geographical levels, in policy-making and in training.

- Provide expert counselling to state and local authorities on migration/integration policy at various territorial levels
- Help solve problems in the field of the integration of foreigners
- Forecast population processes
- Inform governance aimed at preventing households from the impact of climate extremes
- Inform governance helping the adaptation of households to climate change
- Education, training and writing of manuals and working materials on topics dealing with international migration and the integration of foreigners

Requirements
We are looking for cooperation with academic partners, state institutions, as well as non-governmental organizations in the fields of international and internal migration and migrant integration.

KEY RESEARCH EQUIPMENT

Modern technology for working with large data sources and their thorough analysis (SPSS, GIS) as well as for producing the outputs (plotters for large-size printing, scanners).

PARTNERSHIPS & COLLABORATIONS

Academic partners: Dartmouth College | Hong Kong Baptist University | Mendel University in Brno | Research Institute for Labour and Social Affairs in Prague and Brno

Private and Public Sector: International Organization for Migration (IOM), Prague | Ministry of the Interior of the Czech Republic, Department of Asylum and Migration Policy | Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs of the Czech Republic | People in Need, Czech Republic

Main Projects
- **Visegrad Fund Project:** “Ukraine’s Migration Monitoring: Forced and Labour Mobility” (2015–2016)
- **Visegrad Fund Project:** “Forecasting Migration Between the EU, V4 and Eastern Europe: Impact of Visa Abolition” (coordinated by the Centre for Eastern European Studies, Warsaw) (2013–2014)
- **Czech Science Foundation Project:** “Migratory relations of foreigners (and majority) in the Czech Republic: concentration or diffusion processes?” (2012–2014)
- **Czech Science Foundation Project:** “Migration and development – economic and social impacts of migration on the Czech Republic and Ukraine (with a focus on the analysis of remittances)” (2010–2012)
- **IDEA Project:** “Mediterranean and Eastern European Countries as New Immigration Destinations in the EU” (6th European Community Framework Programme) (coordinated by the University of Warsaw, Warsaw) (2007–2009)
- **PROMINSTAT Project:** “Promoting Comparative Quantitative Research in the Field of Migration and Integration in Europe” (6th European Community Framework Programme) (coordinated by the International Centre for Migration Policy Development, Vienna) (2007–2009)

ACHIEVEMENTS

Membership in the European IMISCOE network (International Migration, Integration and Social Cohesion, see http://www.imiscoe.org/)

Development of the job placement of Ukrainians

The diagram illustrates the 23 most common “scenarios” of job placement development of Ukrainians in Ukraine and Czechia since their completion of the education process. The colours mark four different education levels: primary education (dark blue line), general and technical secondary education (light blue line), and university education (green line). Labour market placement has been examined using the qualification level of the work carried out, measured using the CZ-ISCO (1–9) classification. The graph presents two labour market placements of the respondents in Ukraine (after completing education and before migration to Czechia), and their job placement in Czechia. The width of each line corresponds to the frequency of each scenario. The research sample \((N = 338)\) comprised remitting Ukrainians who had been living in Czechia for a minimum of six months, resident in Prague or the Central Bohemian Region, who took part in the questionnaire survey carried out as part of the three-year project “Migration and development – economic and social impacts of migration on the Czech Republic and Ukraine (with a focus on the analysis of remittances)” (2010–2012, Czech Science Foundation, no. P404/10/0581).